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New beginnings

New beginnings
June has been a very exciting time for all of those involved with our cancer
therapies team. We have a new name, a new logo, a new website and a whole
new profile.
Most significantly we have a new location - Golden Sand Bay Hospital in
Guangzhou. This new space allows us the opportunity to develop some
very exciting projects to further enhance our holistic approach to treating our
cherished patients.
In this months edition of Rejuvenate we tell you more about some of these
changes and introduce you to our Director of Oncology at SPDT 4 Life - Dr. Peng.
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New name,
New logo
Our new name is SPDT 4 LIFE and the meaning behind it can best be explained in conjunction with our new
logo.
SPDT 4 LIFE - Restore Hope, Restore Life.
We have put much thought and work into the design and meaning behind the name and logo. By no
means is it just a random image. Each of the elements has significance.
The 4 in SPDT 4 LIFE represents the 4 stage strategy that we have developed based on years of experience
and innovation in the fight against cancer. Here is a brief explanation of these stages. (A more detailed
explanation will be available on our new website.)
1. Personalised diagnosis. Includes using the ISET-CTC blood filter test, CTC test, RGCC test, PET scan and
patient treatment history analysis to get a thorough understanding of each patients condition. Once we
have a clear understanding of this we are then able to tailor a specific treatment protocol for each
individual patient.
2. De-bulking treatment. In certain cases parts of tumours that cannot be completely excised are removed
to enhance the effectiveness of other treatments - such as Radio-seeds, interventional chemotherapy, HIFU
and Frequency Ablation.
3. Whole body treatment. Such as - SPDT, Hyperthermia, Chinese medicine, natural therapies based on
individual sensitivity to different treatments, drugs and supplements as found in the RGCC test.
4. Post SPDT home treatment. Includes natural therapies, meditation, diet, exercise program - all designed
to restore patients to optimal health and build a strong immune system that does its job - namely kills
cancer cells. Individual monitoring and tracking with CTC tests to prolong life and control any tumours.
These 4 steps are also represented in the 4 circles and 4 colours.
The circles represent life - the circle of life.
The colour of the circles are significant also. Yellow is the universally recognised colour of cancer
awareness. Pink obviously relates to breast cancer and blue and jade green relate to colon and liver
cancers respectively.
One of the things we hear over and over again from our patients and their families is that our treatment
gives them hope. In most cases patients that come to us have been told by their doctors at home that
there is nothing that can be done for them - they should just go home and get their affairs in order. The
doctors give
them no hope.
When these patients come to us their hope is restored and they feel like they have a chance. Their will to
live and to fight kicks in and that is such an important factor for cancer patients.
Our focus is therefore to Restore Hope, Restore Life.
We hope you like our logo as much as we do.
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New location

After 6 wonderful years at the Renkang Hospital in Dongguan we have moved our treatment
centre to a new location - the Golden Sand Bay Hospital in Guangzhou.
Golden Sand Bay offers many benefits to our patients and staff. Firstly the location, Guangzhou is
the third largest city in China - after Beijing and Shanghai. Guangzhou is a truly bustling metropolis
boasting all the coveted trappings of a modern city. Shopping, restaurants, theatre, concerts,
sporting activities, museums, art galleries and a first class public transport system. The Metro subway
station is located directly across the road from the hospital and the airport is only 35 minutes away
by car.
Golden Sand Bay hospital is only 12 months old so the facilities are fresh and new. The space we
occupy on the 12th floor is much larger than what we had at Renkang so we are able to
accommodate more than double the number of patients. We now have 36 rooms that are
generously large and we have taken care to make them feel more like a luxurious hotel room than
your traditional hospital room.
The extra space also allows us to have larger more open plan communal areas where patients can
socialise and where we can host our famous patient events.
We are constantly working on ways to improve our treatment protocols and our service for the
benefit of our cherished patients and to that end we have some very exciting new projects
underway, We look forward to bringing you updates regarding these projects in future newsletters.

Dr Peng’s inspirational journey of
prolonging life and improving its quality
In the eyes of his colleagues, he is a wise and venerable expert. To the many patients for
whom his oncological efforts have been immense - he’s a life-changing angel.
He, of course, is Dr Peng Zhiyuan, the oncology director at SPDT 4 LIFE at the Golden Sand
Bay Hospital in Guangzhou and widely regarded as one of the true pioneers of Sono-Photo
Dynamic Therapy – or SPDT – treatment.
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It was some six years ago that
Dr Peng and his team took
their first tentative steps
towards a new and
revolutionary cancer
treatment – in China as much
as anywhere else in the world
– that challenged
conventional thinking and
has since delivered what
many argue is a therapy that
is multiple times better than
any other available today for
metastatic cancer.

Dr. Peng looks in on the progress of one of his many patients at SPDT 4
LIFE’s previous home Renkang Hospital.

And unlike chemotherapy,
it’s non-toxic, free of pain
and suffering and can be
repeated often.

SPDT is a significant breakthrough, using the three components of a photo and sono-sensitive
activator, sources of red light and ultrasound, and oxygen to target cancer cells.
With a quarter of a century of oncological experience behind him and a string of esteemed
academic accolades having come his way, Dr Peng is quick to stress that his true worth, what
really drives him to get up each morning and go to bed each evening feeling he’s accomplished
something, comes from seeing the dramatic improvement in his patients, most of whom arrive at
SPDT 4 LIFE quite literally on death’s door.
They’d trod the traditional Western path of oncology treatment to no avail – and in many cases,
they were worse off, the toxins reducing them to shadows of their former selves.
And with the SPDT treatment constantly improving, the percentage of patients arriving at SPDT 4
LIFE who have improved dramatically within weeks of undergoing the treatment keeps on rising.
Indeed, everyone to undergo the treatment in 2016 has got radically better.
With an impressive six-year SPDT track record and literally hundreds of patient case studies to draw
on, SPDT 4 LIFE is undoubtedly at the forefront of
world developments in the treatment.
But Dr Peng and his colleagues are not resting on
their laurels and are currently in the process of
developing a new type of sensitiser that promises
to further restore the patient’s health and
remove almost all cancer.
There’s also a second and longer term non-toxic
home treatment that - while also a work in
progress - offers real hope that it will be curative
and certainly that, at the very least, it will defer
recurrence.

SPDT pioneer and innovative oncology director at SPDT 4 LIFE
at Golden Sand Bay Hospital - Dr Peng.

It’s these sorts of advancements that make Dr
Peng really proud – and his growing group of patients eternally grateful.
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